Park Alert: TRAIL CLOSURES

The following trails will be CLOSED seven days a week to ALL PATRONS until further notice:

- Minnewaska State Park Preserve
- Lake Minnewaska Visitor Center
- Sam’s Point Visitor Center

The following trail closures will remain in place until further notice while work takes place to remediate impacts to the park preserve from the firebreaks, minimize erosion and prevent the introduction of invasive species.

- Smiley Carriage Road (from Ellenville to Lake Awosting)
- Stony Kill Carriage Road
- High Point Carriage Road
- Berry Picker Footpath
- Lower Mine Hole Footpath
- Mine Hole Footpath
- Jenny Lane Footpath (from Lower Awosting Carriage Road to Blueberry Run Footpath)

Thank you for your cooperation.
Park Management